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Here you can find the menu of Asia Sensation in Flintshire. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Asia Sensation:

have 4 of us for my daughter birthday meal. 2x2 bankette ordered oh my so much food had to take home. Eating
was high quality and the staff so good, especially amy, who let us laugh when we arrived until we were gone. the
only disadvantage, and it was mentioned in other reviews is the take-off and delivery system tends to get into the
way and pull her eye on her table. 10/10 food service etc., but could perhaps impro... read more. The restaurant
is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather

conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What User doesn't like about Asia Sensation:
the ordered take-out from here at 6.10 8.30 no sign yet after they were told, here in 15 minutes 9.15 would not be
a sign she 9.40, when they said that order is still in the kitchen, what is sensation on asia we are not close. good
enough not waist her time order from here read more. Get excited in Asia Sensation from Flintshire for versatile,

tasty Chinese cuisine that's authentically cooked in a wok, On the menu there are also several Asian meals.
After the meal (or during it), you can also relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, meals from

Thailand are prepared here with the popular spices and (fish-) sauces.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

Mai� course�
RIBS

�tra�
SAMBAL

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
ERDNUSSSAUCE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

Sata�
CHICKEN SATAY

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
DUCK

BEEF

CHICKEN

COCONUT

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 17:00-22:00
Wednesday 17:00-22:00
Thursday 17:00-22:00
Friday 17:00-22:30
Saturday 17:00-22:30
Sunday 16:00-21:00
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